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Abstract—In many public transport networks, multiple providers cooperate to offer integrated services and, consequently, provide integrated fare collection. Thus, ticket revenues need to be redistributed so that each provider receives its respective share. Typically, the customers' travel behavior is surveyed and the fares paid are aggregated over certain periods of time, and the revenue is periodically allocated based on this information. To avoid a centralized trusted third party or the exchange of sensitive information between providers, we present an approach that integrates revenue allocation directly into the payment process: The proposed approach is based on payment channel networks and utilizes multi-hop payments to perform revenue allocation. We thereby show how to make use of payment channel networks in this setting as well as the corresponding benefits.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since more than 50 years, public transport systems have been integrated to improve efficiency with respect to cost and travel time [1], [2]. Usually, fare collection is also integrated: customers can buy a ticket from one provider for a route offered by another provider. We expect that this integration further increases with the development of payment convergence for multimodal transport [3], [4]. Integrated fare collection requires that ticket revenues need to be allocated to the providers participating in the integrated transit system. The question how to allocate revenues (also referred to as fare clearing) has been studied by previous work [2], [5]–[7]: These proposals require authentic data on customer behavior to determine a fair allocation and a central party that manages the redistribution of ticket revenues. The central party computes the providers’ balances and instructs the providers to perform clearing transactions. Such a central party needs to be trusted as it is in a powerful position to choose which providers to accept, to take fees, and to observe all clearing payments. Collecting data that accurately represents customer behavior is a challenge that has already been studied [8]–[12] but existing approaches can only create approximations.

In this paper, we present an approach for revenue allocation without requiring a trusted central party and without the need to exchange batches of sensitive customer data between providers. Our approach is based on payment channel networks (PCNs) [13] which have been proposed as a means for scaling payments for blockchains. A payment channel between two parties can be used to transfer funds between these two parties without having to interact with the underlying layer, e.g., the blockchain, for each transaction. In a PCN, payment channels are interconnected so that participants of the PCN can perform multi-hop payments with parties with whom they do not have a common payment channel. PCNs have been shown practical for building systems for payments for charging of electrical vehicles [14], [15] and for toll collection [16]. We suppose that the revenue allocation problem could also benefit from an approach based on a PCN built by the mobility providers (and their customers as nodes attached to a mobility provider): The sender of a multi-hop payment in a PCN pays to one party in their payment channel but the receiver can be any other connected party in the PCN. The intermediate parties directly forward the payment and the payment amount is guaranteed to be delivered to the receiver. Using multi-hop payments for tickets, a customer could send a payment to one provider who forwards the payment to another provider. Thereby the revenue is directly allocated with the payment which circumvents the problem of determining a fair allocation later on. Thus, we address the following research question: Can payment channel networks be used for ticket revenue allocation and what properties are thereby achieved?

We address this question in a scenario in which a customer’s trip is served by only one provider and the customer pays to another provider. The revenue is allocated by forwarding the fare to the provider serving the trip. In Section II, we specify the scenario and the problem and we define the desired properties that a protocol for ticketing should have which includes that details about a planned trip should be private. After providing background on used building blocks in Section III, we present in Section IV a protocol for ticket purchases that uses a PCN for payment. By analyzing the properties achieved by the protocol, we show in Section V that PCNs can be used to build a protocol that achieves the required properties. In Section VI, we show design options available for a PCN-based approach and possible extensions of the protocol. We discuss the properties and tradeoffs that come with PCNs in Section VII and conclude.

Our contributions are a protocol that integrates revenue allocation with ticket payment and provides privacy properties for customers, a discussion on the benefits and tradeoffs of a PCN-based approach as a payment system for public transport, and a novel approach for selling digital signatures for tickets based on adaptor signatures.
II. Scenario and Problem Statement

In our scenario, there are multiple mobility providers each providing mobility services on specific routes for public transport. Customers use the public transport to travel. To simplify our scenario, we assume that a customer uses for each trip only the means of transport offered by exactly one provider. We leave the development of a protocol for trips using multiple providers for future work (see Section VI). A customer needs to buy a ticket before traveling to pay the fare for the trip. The offered transport routes and the availability of different fares is learned by a customer through an abstract third party that we call the query service. This can, for example, be a platform for open data [17], [18], an interface offered by some public transport providers themselves, an off-line database on a customer’s device, or a combination of multiple query services.

We assume that customers travel regularly with different providers. To pay for the ticket, a customer has to be registered and needs to have configured a means of payment. To improve usability and bootstrapping for new providers, customers should not be required to register at each provider they want to travel with. Instead, a customer who is registered at one provider, the customer’s host provider, can buy tickets from a different selling provider serving the trip’s route.

For the ticket purchase and fare allocation, the following properties should hold (see Fig. 1): The customer pays to the host provider and, following the ticket sale, the payment needs to be redistributed between the providers. A fare paid by the customer to the host provider must finally be received by the selling provider (Redistribution). A customer has to buy a ticket before the customer starts to travel. A ticket is bound to a specific route and validity period (Ticket Commitment). A ticket should not be transferable between different customers and, thus, a ticket is linked to one customer’s identity (Ticket Non-Transferability). A ticket serves as proof that the customer has paid the ticket’s price to the selling provider (Payment Proof). A ticket cannot be duplicated (Ticket Non-Duplicability). In conjunction with the previous property, this means that in exchange for one payment only one ticket can be obtained. To protect both parties during a ticket sale from (accidental or deliberate) faults that result in the customer receiving a ticket without having paid or the selling provider receiving a payment while the customer does not receive a ticket, the ticket payment should be atomic. Hence, a customer receives a ticket if and only if the customer pays the ticket’s price to the selling provider (Ticket Payment Atomicity).

A customer starts the trip by entering a vehicle. An inspector employed by the selling provider might verify the existence and the validity of a traveling customer’s ticket. This ticket inspection should only require communication between the traveling customer and the inspector, i.e. the ticket inspection should not require the inspector to communicate with a backend to verify the validity of tickets (Offline Ticket Inspection). Instead of personnel on a vehicle, ticket inspection could also be performed by a security gate at a station.

To protect a customer’s privacy, the selling provider should not learn any information that identifies the customer except if the selling provider is the customer’s host provider or during ticket inspection (Customer – Service Provider Privacy, C-SP Privacy). While a customer’s host provider knows a customer’s identity, the host provider should only learn purchase time and price about a ticket a customer buys but no other details such as the selling provider’s identity or the booked route and validity period (Customer – Host Provider Privacy, C-HP Privacy). Any other provider should neither learn a ticket’s details nor a customer’s identity (Customer – Unrelated Provider Privacy, C-UP Privacy). While previous work [19]–[21] has proposed ticketing systems that consider privacy more comprehensively, our problem statement includes ticket sale as well as revenue allocation, and the PCN-based approach presented below is decentralized.

III. Background on Building Blocks

A. Payment Channel Networks

Two parties create a payment channel by depositing funds into a shared account. Both store the allocation of who owns which share of the funds. The payment channel protocol ensures that each party can close the shared account at any time independent from the other party and both parties receive their correct share of the funds. The two parties in a payment channel can perform transactions by updating the allocation of funds in the channel, i.e., transactions inside a payment channel require only interaction between the two parties and no other third party. Such payment channels can be built over different payment layers such as cryptocurrencies or central bank digital currencies (CBDC) [22]. Implementations of payment channels are for example the Lightning Network [13] on top of Bitcoin and the Raiden Network on top of Ethereum. Multiple payment channels can be linked to create a payment channel network (PCN). In a PCN, two parties can perform
transactions even if they do not have a common channel. For such a multi-hop transaction, the participants of the PCN forward a payment from the sender to the final receiver while the PCN’s protocol must ensure that each intermediary neither looses nor steals funds, i.e., each intermediary receives funds from the previous hop if and only if the intermediary sends the funds to the next hop on the payment route.

A multi-hop payment is secured using Hash Timelocked Contracts (HTLCs) [13]. An HTLC is a contract between two parties that one party pays the other party a specified amount if and only if the receiving party presents a preimage to a hash value before a given time. In a PCN, HTLCs are chained over multiple hops so that the first hop effectively pays the last hop if and only if the last hop reveals a preimage to the given hash value. Each intermediate hop forwards the payment as well as the preimage and the setup of HTLCs ensures that an intermediate hop can neither steal nor lose funds.

B. Adaptor Signatures

While payment channel networks offer with HTLCs a way to ‘buy a preimage’, we need in our protocol the feature that a customer buys a signature for a certain message from a seller. To implement this feature using PCNs, we use adaptor signatures [23] as a building block for the protocol. Adaptor signatures are constructed from a digital signature scheme and add additional algorithms to create a pre-signature for a message which can later be adapted using a secret that is linked to the pre-signature. More precisely, an adaptor signature consists of the following algorithms: \( \text{pSign}(m, Y, Y, sk) \) creates a pre-signature \( \sigma \) for message \( m \) and hash \( Y \) and private key \( sk \). \( \text{pVrfy}(\sigma, m, Y, pk) \) verifies that \( \sigma \) is a valid pre-signature for \( m \) for public key \( pk \) which can be adapted to a signature using the preimage \( y \) of \( Y = H(y) \) with a hash function \( H \). \( \text{Adapt}(\sigma, y) \) creates a signature \( \sigma \) from the pre-signature \( \hat{\sigma} \). While the definition of adaptor signatures also contains an extract algorithm, we omit the definition because we do not use this algorithm in our protocol. An adaptor signature provides the security guarantee that an adversary knowing \( Y \) and \( \sigma \) for a message \( m \) can create a valid signature \( \sigma \) for \( m \) only with negligible probability (Existential Unforgeability). Constructions of adaptor signatures exist based on ECDSA signatures and based on Schnorr signatures [23].

C. Commitment Scheme

A cryptographic commitment scheme is a two party protocol used for one party to commit to a value \( x \) using the function \( \text{Com}(x) \) and later reveal the committed value with the following properties: The other party is not able to extract information about the value from the commitment (Hiding). The committing party can only reveal the value that the party committed to (Binding). Various practical commitment schemes have been proposed based on different assumptions such as Collision-Free Hash Functions [24].

IV. PROTOCOL FOR PAYMENT AND CLEARING

For the problem statement described in Section II, we present a protocol that is based on PCNs. The protocol assumes that the public transport providers are part of a PCN which customers use to make payments to their host providers and payments are redistributed to the selling provider. To create the PCN, the providers open payment channels to other providers by locking funds on an underlying layer, e.g., a blockchain. The providers exchange information about the topology of the PCN with the query service so that each provider as well as the query service knows the network’s topology. Customers become part of the network by opening a payment channel to their host provider during registration.

A. Protocol Overview

Before initiating a purchase, the customer registers at a host provider. The host provider takes the role of a payment provider for the customer. From a query service, the customer selects a ticket offer (see Fig. 2). Based on the ticket offer, the customer generates a pre-ticket containing commitments on the ticket’s validity scope and the customer’s identity. For the pre-ticket to become a valid ticket, the customer needs the selling provider’s signature on the pre-ticket. We implement an atomic exchange of payment and the selling provider’s signature on the pre-ticket by using adaptor signatures and HTLCs: The customer sends the pre-ticket to the seller. The seller draws a random secret \( y \) and creates a pre-signature that can be used to adapt the pre-signature to a valid signature. The selling provider sends the pre-signature on the pre-ticket to the customer. The customer obtains the secret \( y \) by performing a payment through the PCN in exchange for the secret required to adapt the pre-signature. The customer uses the secret \( y \) to create a signature from the pre-signature. The signature...
completes the pre-ticket so that the pre-ticket becomes a ticket. During the trip, the customer presents the ticket to the inspector and opens the commitments for the inspector. The inspector verifies the commitments and the seller’s signature on the ticket.

B. Registration

Each provider who is willing to accept new registrations announces this publicly and accepts new incoming payment channels. A customer registers at a host provider by opening a payment channel to the provider. The funds initially deposited into the payment channel can be used to pay for tickets.

C. Ticket Purchase Protocol

The steps needed to purchase a ticket can be seen in Fig. 3. To purchase a ticket, the customer first retrieves routing information and ticket offerings from the query service. We consider the implementation of the query service out-of-scope and specify only the interface. The customer sends the time, starting location, and ending location of the planned trip to the query service. The query service returns a list of ticket offers each containing the seller’s identity S, the ticket’s price p, and the validity scope V containing the trip’s route and the time window of ticket validity. The customer chooses an offer from the list of available ticket offers. In addition to ticket data, the query service also communicates the routing information for the PCN to the customer.

The customer generates a pre-ticket (Com(I), Com(V), p) containing a commitment to the customer’s name I, a commitment to the validity scope V, and the ticket’s price p and sends it over an encrypted communication channel to the seller. The seller draws a random value y and calculates Y = H(y) using a hash function H. The seller stores the payment price p, the secret y, and the hash Y that serves as an identifier of the pre-ticket in an internal database. The seller creates a pre-signature σYpre over the pre-ticket (Com(I), Com(V), p) and sends the pre-signature σYpre and Y to the customer. The customer verifies that the pre-signature matches the customer’s request (Com(I), Com(V), p). As the customer has knowledge of the PCN’s topology, the customer can find a payment route to the selling provider identified by S. The customer offers their host provider an HTLC with the ticket’s price and the challenge for a preimage for Y as condition and includes the onion-encrypted information for the remaining hops along the route to the seller. When the seller receives the HTLC from one of their neighbors in the PCN, the seller verifies that the price matches the expected price stored for Y and resolves the HTLC by sending the preimage y to the seller’s neighbor who forwards it along the payment route to the customer resolving each HTLC. When the customer has received the preimage y, the customer uses y to adapt the pre-signature σYpre for the pre-ticket and receives a signature σY for (Com(I), Com(V), p). The tuple (Com(I), Com(V), p) together with the seller’s public key and the signature σY constitutes a valid ticket.

D. Inspection

Ticket inspection can be done either when the customer enters the vehicle or in the course of the trip. The inspector is employed by the selling provider and has the seller’s public key. For inspection, the customer sends the ticket (Com(I), Com(V), p) and the signature σY to the inspector and reveals the commitments. Communication can happen, for example, using NFC or visually using a barcode. The inspector verifies the validity of the commitments and verifies with the seller’s public key that σY is a valid signature for the ticket. To achieve Ticket Non-Transferability, the customer must reveal their identity and the inspector must verify that the customer can identify as the identity that the ticket is committed to.

V. EVALUATION OF SECURITY AND PRIVACY PROPERTIES

The protocol achieves the required properties as presented in Section II. Table I summarizes our results by showing the main concepts that are used to achieve each property.

To reach the C-SP Privacy, we assume that, when the customer exchanges pre-ticket and pre-signature with the service provider, the communication is done over a communication channel that hides the customer’s identity. The communication could be performed over the selling provider’s website which

---

Fig. 3. Protocol for ticket purchase. The customer queries the query service for ticket offers and selects the validity scope from one of the offers. The customer sends the pre-ticket to the selling provider who creates a pre-signature. The customer pays for the ticket over the customer’s host provider using the PCN and receives the secret y required to adapt the pre-signature. After adaption, the customer has a valid signature for the pre-ticket which together with the signature represents a valid ticket.
might in practice preserve the customer’s privacy under the assumption that the selling provider cannot identify the customer by the customer’s IP address, browser, or another side-channel. An alternative is the use of an anonymous communication system (e.g., Tor [25], Nym [26]).

Depending on the fare system, the host provider or any other provider on the route of the payment in the PCN might be able infer some information from the ticket’s price (e.g., the approximate length of the trip), but neither start nor end of the booked route nor the specific time of travel is disclosed. If a specific price was only offered by one specific provider, the price could leak the identity of the selling provider. Thus, this leak of information should be prevented by the fare system.

As the selling provider accepts any pre-tickets and stores them in a database, this opens an attack surface for Denial-of-Service attacks in which an adversary requests many pre-tickets without intending to actually buy a ticket. This problem is enforced by the fact that the selling provider does not know the potential customer’s identity. An approach to restrict this attack surface is to introduce a timeout for pre-tickets so that pre-tickets are only stored by the selling provider for a certain time and must be paid during this time window. Also, the selling provider can monitor the number of unresolved tickets and perform rate-limiting based on out-of-protocol knowledge (e.g., IP address, location) of the potential customer.

VI. DESIGN OPTIONS AND PROTOCOL EXTENSIONS

The protocol presented above represents one option to build a PCN-based approach for redistribution of payments. Before we draw conclusions on to what extent PCNs are beneficial for such approaches, we discuss in this section some design options and possible extensions to the protocol to give a broader view for the following discussion instead of being focused on just one specific protocol.

Payment Base Layer. A PCN is a second payment layer to a first payment layer which is commonly a blockchain. Implementations of PCNs exist for example for Bitcoin and Ethereum. However, the first layer can also be instantiated differently, for example with banks [22], which allows the parties of the PCN to use Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) instead of cryptocurrencies. This plays an important role for deployability as providers might want to rely on CBDCs for payments. It is even possible that individual payment channels of the PCN use different base layers, however, if different currencies are used within one payment path, the corresponding parties need to agree on the exchange rates. Two providers in the PCN might maintain multiple payment channels between themselves based on different base layers to provide a wider range of currencies to their customers.

An even further going option would be for two providers to not use a first layer at all. This concept is known from credit networks which, as opposed to PCNs, do not require a first layer but require trust between the network’s peers. Two providers might agree on a certain amount they are willing to give credit to the other party which would replace a payment channel by an “I owe you” link of a credit network that can be used for multi-hop payments just like a payment channel.

Payment Channel Network. The PCN used between the providers might be a dedicated PCN used only for this task or an existing PCN could be used. While a dedicated PCN could be customized and independently developed, an existing PCN could provide lower cost during setup and operation.

Customer Attributes. A typical additional requirement for ticket systems is that different fares should be available for certain groups such as students or retirees. This can be achieved by extending the protocol presented above with customer attributes. The host provider can assume the additional role of an attribute provider. During registration, the host verifies attributes of the customer which can be used by the customer to acquire tickets at a reduced price. Then, the pre-ticket would also include the customer’s attributes signed by the host provider and the host provider’s public key. Upon reception of the pre-ticket, the seller verifies that the customer’s attributes are signed by a known host provider. Alternatively, the seller could accept a ticket with any customer attributes and during inspection the traveling customer has to prove that the customer is eligible for using these attributes (e.g., by showing an identity card). Both approaches could be combined so that the inspector is notified during inspection whether attributes have already been verified or whether a verification is required.

Check-In- / Check-Out-Paradigm. The protocol above follows the paradigm that a customer buys a ticket before starting the trip and presents the ticket during the trip to an inspector. A different but also common paradigm is the Check-In- / Check-Out-Paradigm in which a customer checks in at a security gate at one station, travels to another station, and checks out at a gate at the destination station. During check-out, the distance and time used for traveling is calculated and a respective fare deducted from the customer’s account. The protocol above can be adjusted to follow this paradigm. The ticket purchase protocol would be performed during check-out with the data for the pre-ticket being determined by the gate of the destination station instead of the customer committing to data returned from the query service. The entering gate needs
to be either stored on the customer’s device or a mechanism to store it in another decentralized fashion would be required.

Validity Scope. While in public transport a ticket’s scope is usually specified by the booked route and the validity period, this is different for an application in rental of e-scooters or bikes. In such a use-case, the validity scope could also include a specific vehicle identifier that identifies the scooter or bike that a customer has booked.

Tradeoff between Privacy and Ticket Non-Transferability. The desired property of Ticket Non-Transferability requires tickets to be linked to a customer’s identity and, thus, this link to be verified by the inspector. Hence, this property conflicts with a stricter privacy property that would hide the customer’s identity completely from the inspector. If a ticket was allowed to be transferable, the ticket could be independent from a customer’s identity and the inspection would not reveal the customer’s identity.

Multi-Provider Tickets. A typical use case in integrated public transport is that public transport providers offer joint tickets with other providers so that a customer can buy one ticket for a route that is partially offered by one provider and partially by another provider. As the ticket is sold by only one provider, the ticket revenue needs to be split between the providers according to the customer’s route. A PCN-based approach might offer the ability to buy a ticket from one provider but pay the ticket’s price partially to multiple provider which are on the same payment route. We leave it to future work to design and specify a system for this use case.

PTLC instead of HTLC. For buying a ticket, the above protocol requires the exchange of a payment and a signature. However, an HTLC is a contract for an atomic exchange of a payment and a preimage. To build an atomic exchange of a payment and a signature with HTLCs, we use adaptor signatures. By the activation of the Taproot update, it has recently become possible to implement PTLCs (Point Timelocked Contracts) which can be used to directly sell signatures. While the implementation of approaches for PTLCs is still under discussion, the combination of HTLCs and adaptor signatures can be used with deployed PCNs. Once PTLCs are deployed, the above protocol can be adjusted to work with PTLCs.

VII. BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS

Decentralization. A benefit of a PCN-based approach as presented above is that it does not require a central clearing party. This decentralization increases the providers’ independence and saves them the operational cost for the clearing party. However, the decentralization comes with a higher cost of communication and agreement with the other providers. While each pair of providers is independent in the decision of how payment channels are managed, all providers need to maintain a common protocol for multi-hop payments.

Transaction fees. PCNs are a second layer payment service that processes transactions without requiring communication with the first payment layer. Hence, a payment service based on PCNs requires fewer transactions at the first layer which reduces transaction fees compared to an approach that requires a transaction for each ticket purchase and for redistribution.

Atomicity. PCN protocols implement atomicity for multi-hop payments. As shown by the protocol above, this atomicity can be extended to reach atomicity for the exchange of payment and ticket to fulfill the Ticket Payment Atomicity property which reduces the required trust between customer and selling provider.

Payment finality. Payments over a PCN have instant finality by design. Once a payment has been performed, the payment cannot be reverted. This property reduces the risk for providers because it ensures that a provider will keep the payment for a ticket sold. On the other side, PCNs do not offer a native way to handle ticket refunds. A refund for a ticket can be handled like a regular payment in reversed direction; however, the customer’s identity must be disclosed to the selling provider to conduct the refund.

Implicit fare clearing. The protocol presented above shows that a benefit of a PCN-based approach is that the redistribution of ticket revenues does not need to be handled explicitly. Instead, each payment is directly forwarded to the selling provider and no clearing is required at a later time. This reduces the trust required between providers because they do not depend on other providers’ future ability to pay.

Privacy. The privacy analysis shows that the protocol can achieve privacy properties even for the payment. This characteristic is achieved by uncoupling the payment from the ticket issuance. The selling provider signs a ticket but payment is performed through a PCN without direct communication between the customer and the selling provider. During payment, the protocol hides information about the booked route because the payment is only linked to the identifier Y.

Locked funds. The use of PCNs requires that funds are locked in payment channels. This requirement affects the customers because they have to top up their account at their host provider before being able to purchase tickets. While customers have the guarantee that they do not loose their money by locking the money inside a payment channel, the money is locked capital that cannot be spent otherwise. Providers have to deposit an even higher amount of money inside payment channels and bear the cost for locked capital.

Liveness requirement of PCNs. Protocols for payment channels assume that the parties watch the first payment layer so that they are notified if the counterparty closes the channel. This task needs to be fulfilled by the providers as well as the customers that have a payment channel. While there are ways to outsource this task to a third party, called watchtower, protocols for watchtowers [27]–[29] come again with their own assumptions and their deployability depends on the specific use case.

Rebalancing. If a majority of payments are performed in the same direction, the payment channels might become unbalanced, i.e., most funds in a channel are owned by one party. In an unbalanced PCN, multi-hop payments might fail because payments can only be routed into the direction from

1https://suredbits.com/payment-points-part-4-selling-signatures/
the party owning the funds to the other party. This problem can be approached by rebalancing a channel by performing a transaction on the first payment layer that distributes the funds so that the channel is balanced. For pairs of providers that have a balanced payment flow, PCNs reduce the amount of first payment layer transactions to a minimum of an opening and a closing transaction.

Subsidy Allocation. A further limitation of the protocol is that it provides revenue allocation only for ticket fares. Frequently, public transport is supported by subsidies. For the allocation of subsidies, an additional mechanism is required.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Revenue allocation is a problem that arises in the public transport domain in case providers offer customers the ability to buy tickets from one provider but pay the ticket’s price to another provider. We have shown that the presented protocol that is based on PCNs fulfills the postulated properties of atomicity and redistribution. Consequently, we can affirmatively answer our initial research question of the applicability of PCNs for allocation of ticket revenues. We analyzed the benefits and limitations that the use of PCNs has for revenue allocation and found that under certain assumptions the protocol effectively provides also the other desired and required properties.
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